Videatives offers video clips for Early Education and Child Development. Over 220 streaming files of videos or text with embedded videos that help increase the understanding of children’s thinking and learning.

1. Go to the GBCC Library tab on Blackboard. Under Other Electronic Resources, click Videatives.

2. To navigate videos, you may either Search by keyword, or click on the options on the right hand side of the page to view videos with a particular Subject, Age, or by other Tags. Select More to view more of any of these.

3. Each video displays associated Subjects, Ages, and Tags. You can also click on these from within a video.

4. Click on the title of the video to view. From this page, you may Enlarge (expand the video to full screen), or Turn off the lights (darkening the rest of the screen).

5. To cite a video from videatives, use the following guide:
   
a. In APA format, include the creator, title and name of the resource, as well as the URL. Since no creator is named, use Videatives. Example:


b. In MLA format, include the creator (again, use Videatives here), title, resource, the format (in this case, Web) and date accessed. Example: